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CLASS #

283______

EXHIBITOR #

CLASS NAME: Canned Foods

CLASS #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

SCORING ()

Foods

283______

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

SCORING ()

Product: High quality food, free from defects, spoilage,
foreign matter, not overcooked

Product: High quality food, free from defects, spoilage,
foreign matter, not overcooked

Pack: Jar filled to appropriated head space, free of bubbles,
Liquid just covers product

Pack: Jar filled to appropriated head space, free of bubbles,
Liquid just covers product

Container: Clean, neat label with product information,
airtight seal, free of flaws, appropriate for product

Container: Clean, neat label with product information,
airtight seal, free of flaws, appropriate for product

Color: Natural for product, no discoloration or darkening on
top, good liquid clarity

Color: Natural for product, no discoloration or darkening on
top, good liquid clarity

Overall Appearance: Appealing look, uniform pieces

Overall Appearance: Appealing look, uniform pieces

Placing:
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Placing:

1

2

Good

DEPARTMENT:

Excellent

CLASS NAME: Canned Foods

Good

Foods
Excellent

DEPARTMENT:

Needs
Improvement

Exhibitor:
Please fill in Class Name, Class Number, & your Exhibitor number.
Securely attach to exhibit in a manner that judges may write on.

Needs
Improvement

Exhibitor:
Please fill in Class Name, Class Number, & your Exhibitor number.
Securely attach to exhibit in a manner that judges may write on.
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Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Comments:

Comments:

